
TINTING GUIDE

* = Z-Base Toners

SYMBOL TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-312* 
Dark Crimson 
Transparent

Transparent red oxide. Stronger and more transparent than 
106. Used primarily in metallic/pearl colors.  

ARA-108 
Yellow Transparent  

Transparent yellow iron oxide, more transparent than 114. Used 
primarily in metallic/pearl color formulas. Not as reddish in 
shade as 114. 

ARA-114
Yellow Oxide   

Opaque yellow iron oxide, redder and more opaque than 108. 
Can be used in both solid and metallic/pearl formulas.

ARA-116
Yellow Sunset  

Transparent reddish-shade yellow used in solid and metallic/
pearl formulas. Redder than 110 when used in any formulations 
as a tint.

ARA-164
Orange Brite  

Bold Opaque bright red orange with red cast.

SYMBOL TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-122 
White High Strength

Concentrate white base used primarily in solid color formulas.

ARA-118  
Black Midnight

Strong black, not as deep as 324. Browner in deeper shade 
formulas and bluer in metallic/pearl color formulas than 324.

  

ARA-120 
Black 

Weaker version of 118, desirable to use when tinting with very 
low concentrations in both solid and metallic/pearl formulas.

ARA-324*
Black Deep 

Deep jet black with dark blue compared to 118. Primarily in 
solids in high concentrations and metallic/pearl formulas when 
a yellowish undertone and darker flop is desired.

SYMBOL TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-154 
Yellow LF

Green shade yellow that is most effective in solid colors. Not as 
clean as 318. Can be shaded with 156 and 102 to color into  
reddish-yellow color space.

ARA-318*  
Yellow Green Shade

Bright, clean green-shade yellow. Effective when used with 154 
and 156 to cover the chrome yellow color space.  

ARA-110 
Amber 

Greenish shade yellow and transparent used  
in both solid and metallic/pearl color formulas.  

ARA-140
Green Blue Shade 

Blue shade green used in both solid and  
metallic/pearl color formulas.

ARA-142
Green Yellow Shade

Yellow shade phthalo green used in both solid and  
metallic/pearl color formulas.

ARA-314*

Green Yellow Shade 
Yellow shade green used in solid and metallic/pearl color 
formulas. Much stronger and chromatic than 142.

ARA-126
Blue Green Shade 

Green shade phthalo blue used in solid and metallic/pearl 
formulas.  

ARA-128
Blue Violet

Red shade phthalo blue used in solid and metallic/pearl. 
Reddest/cleanest face and reddish flop compared to 126 and 
132.

ARA-130
Blue   

Indo reddish-shade blue. Effective at shading over 126, 128 and 
132 when colors require a reddish tint.  

ARA-132
Blue Azure  

Mid-shade phthalo blue used in both solid and metallic/pearl 
color formulas. Redder face, greener flop than 126 and 128.

ARA-308*
Blue Green Shade

Mid-shade phthalo blue, stronger and more chromatic than 132. 
Used in solid and metallic/pearl color formulas and offers a 
clean green and dark flop.

ARA-316*
Blue Violet

Reddish blue used in both solid and metallic/mica color 
formulas. Stronger and more chromatic than 130, greener flop 
than 130 in metallic/pearl colors.

ARA-148
Violet

Dirty bluish violet usually recommended to be used  
in low levels to shade red and blues more to the violet area. 
Will impact flop by appearing dirty/light. 

ARA-150
Violet Brite

Reddish shade violet used in both solid and metallic/pearl 
color formulas. Effective at shading toners such as 310 and 320 
requiring an adjustment to go bluer.

ARA-302* 
Violet

Reddish shade violet, stronger and more chromatic than 150. 
Used primarily in metallic/pearl color formulas. Redder in face 
than 150, bluer/darker on the flop.  

ARA-304*

Violet Deep 
Bluish shade violet, redder and stronger than  
148. Used in both solid and metallic/pearl color formulas. 

ARA-310*

Magenta
Strong bluish-red magenta, highly transparent toner. Used 
primarily in metallic/pearl. Used with 306 and 302 to cover red 
color space.

ARA-100
Red

Semi-opaque red, bluer than 102 and useful in shading solid 
colors bluer. Useful in metallic/pearl colors when a lighter red 
flop is needed.

ARA-102
Red High Strength 

High chroma opaque red used primarily in solid  
colors. Very effective at tinting other organic yellows and or-
anges to cover the need for lead-free offers.

ARA-144
Maroon Brite

Yellowish/brown maroon that can be used solid and metallic/
pearl color formulas. Yellower than 146 and appears opaque 
and brown on the flop when used in metallic/pearls. 

ARA-146
Maroon Deep

Yellowish shade perylene, bluer than 144. Used in solid and 
metallic/pearl color formulas. Weaker and much more yellow 
than 306.

ARA-306*  
Maroon

Very clean and transparent perylene maroon. Redder and more 
chromatic than 146 with a much deeper and darker flop in 
metallic and pearl formulations.  

ARA-320* 
Red Deep

Low chroma blue shade red. Not as clean,  
transparent or blue as 310. Can be used in both  
solid and metallic/pearl color formulas.  

ARA-104 
Crimson Red   

Clean opaque reddish brown used in both solid and metallic/
pearl formulations. Can be used to lighten flops and contribute 
a reddish tint at that angle.

ARA-106
Crimson Transparent

Transparent red iron oxide, more transparent than 104 and 
cleaner/yellower. Used primarily in metallic/pearl color 
formulas. Weaker version of 312.

ARA-156
Yellow Sunset  

Strong red shade yellow effective in solid colors. Redder than 
154. Can be effectively shaded with 102 to drive color into more 
reddish yellow color space.
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TINTING GUIDE
METALLICS

FLAKE SIZE TONER SYMBOL TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-134  
Aluminum 
Medium

Slightly finer than 328,  
lighter flop.

ARA-136 
Aluminum 

Coarse

Similar particle size to 138, 
slightly grayer/darker face  
and flop.

ARA-138
Aluminum 

Medium Bright

Slightly finer than 136,  
lighter in face and flop.

ARA-152
Aluminum Fine

Slightly brighter and coarser 
than 326, much darker flop.

ARA-160
Aluminum Exra 

Course

Medium lenticular aluminum 
with a very coarse 
appearance, bright face and 
dark flop.

ARA-326*

Aluminum Fine 
Satin 

Similar particle size to both 
330 and 152, much grayer 
face and lighter flop.

ARA-328*   
Aluminum Fine 

Bright  

Similar particle size to 134, 
slightly brighter face and  
darker flop.

ARA-330* 
 Aluminum Fine 

Extra

Similar particle size to 326. 
Brightest fine aluminum.

ARA-332* 
 Aluminum 

Coarse Extra

Slightly coarser than 160,  
but lighter on the flop.

ARA-322* 
Aluminum Blue

Organic blue colored  
aluminum flake.

ARA-334* 
Aluminum Gold

Pale yellow-gold aluminum 
flake. Considered a special 
effect pigment.

ARA-336*

Aluminum
Orange

Deep reddish-gold aluminum 
flake.

FLOP ADJUSTERS
TONER SYMBOL TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-190

Flattening Additive

Frost-colored white toner used 

to lighten flops on metallic/pearl 

colors.

ARA-162

White Micro

Micronized white used in 

combination with metallic and 

effect pigments to create a 

gold/yellow face and light blue 

flop.

ARA-390*

Flattening Additive
Gives a more coarse appearance 

and lightens the flop.

PEARLS
FLAKE SIZE TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-900
Chestnut Pearl

Deep red pearl. Similar in color space but 
much finer in appearance than 912.

ARA-902
Violet Pearl

Transparent violet mica that travels from blue  
to yellow on the flop.

ARA-904
Red Pearl

Transparent red mica that travels from red to 
green on the flop.

ARA-906
White Pearl 

Coarse clean white pearl.

ARA-908
Blue Pearl

Coarse blue mica that travels from blue to  
yellow on the flop.

ARA-910
Green Pearl

Transparent green mica that travels from  
green to red on the flop.

ARA-912
Crimson Pearl

Coarse deep red mica.

ARA-914
Copper Pearl

Opaque copper mica that has minimal  
color travel.

ARA-916
Amber Pearl

Rich gold mica that travels from yellow to blue 
on the flop.

ARA-966* 
White Fine Pearl

Clean white fine mica, same color space but 
much finer than 906.

ARA-968* 
Blue Fine Pearl

Fine blue mica, same  color space and travel  
as 908.

SPECIALTY TONERS
FLAKE SIZE TONER CHARACTERISTICS

ARA-950* 
Silver Mica

Intense white flake coloristically similar to 906 
with extra sparkle.

ARA-952* 
Amber Mica

Translucent brilliant amber flake pigment,  
similar to 916 with more sparkle.

ARA-954* 
Chestnut Mica

Opaque vivid deep red flake pigment  
coloristically close to 912 with more sparkle.

ARA-956* 
Blue Mica

Translucent vivid blue pigment, similar to 908 
with more sparkle.

ARA-958* 
Red Mica

Translucent intense red pigment flake,  
coloristically similar to 904 with more sparkle.

ARA-960* 
Green Mica

Translucent intense green flake pigment,  
coloristically similar to 910 with more sparkle.

ARA-962* 
Copper Mica

Opaque vivid copper flake pigment 
coloristically similar to 914 with more sparkle.

ARA-964* 
Violet Mica

Translucent violet flake pigment with a violet 
face and green flop. Coloristically similar to 
902.

FLAKE SIZE – LARGE  |   MEDIUM   |   SMALL COLOR ICON KEY HUE CHARACTERISTIC KEY

PEARLS

ALUMINUMS

COLORED  
ALUMINUMS

LENTICULAR  
ALUMINUMS

SPECIAL  
EFFECTS

COLOR: Red, Green Blue etc.

FACE: Color viewing angle  

that is influenced by metallic or 

pearl pigments.

FLOP: Color angle that is usually 

darker and influenced by the 

conventional pigments in a 

metallic  

or pearlescent color.

TONE: Cast of a color in relation 

to its hue shift and adjacent color 

family (green-shade blue, red-

shade blue).

LIGHT FACE 

LIGHT FLOP

LIGHT FACE  

MEDIUM FLOP

LIGHT FACE 

DARK FLOP

* = Z-Base Toner
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